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ABSTRACT

Stored memories may be drawn upon when accomplishing goals. In two experiments, we investigated limits on the ability to use episodic memories to support planning in 3- and 4-year-old children. We designed a new memory-guided planning task that required children to both retrieve memories and apply those memories to accomplish multiple, nested goals. We manipulated the difficulty of the task by varying the number of steps required to achieve the goals, and examined the impact of this manipulation on both memory retrieval and planning. We found that, overall, 4-year-olds outperformed 3-year-olds, but as task difficulty increased, all children made more errors. Analysis of these errors suggested that retrieval and planning processes might impose separate limits on memory-guided planning in early childhood, but that these limits may ease across early childhood.
from a set of differently shaped keys, one being a square. This task required children to retrieve relevant episodic memories (remembering that a triangle key opens the box with a triangular opening) and to use that information to plan for a novel future problem (picking the novel square key in anticipation to open the box with a square opening). They found that 48-month-olds selected the correct key, while 36-month-olds had more difficulty, suggesting developmental change in the ability to use episodic memory to support future-oriented planning across the fourth year of life. However, because their task tapped future-oriented thinking as well, to succeed children also needed to project themselves into the future and to generalize previously acquired knowledge to new problem scenarios, which may have posed additional challenges for younger children.

What are the sources of developmental change in memory-guided planning? One way to gain insight into this question is to explore the “capacity” of memory-guided planning. Examining the “capacity” of a memory system is common in the study of working memory (e.g., Cowan, 2016; Kibbe, 2015; Simmering, 2012), a construct that likely supports memory-guided planning since it enables concurrent maintenance and manipulation of remembered information (Marsh & Hicks, 1998). In studies of working memory capacity, the upper bounds of memory are investigated by increasing the amount of information that subjects must maintain or manipulate, and measuring the point at which subjects begin to make errors. The types of errors that subjects make can yield insights into how memory failed, and why. For example, in a serial recall task, subjects whose working memory limits are exceeded may remember the items in the list, but may fail to remember their correct order (Mathy & Varré, 2013), yielding insights into the structure of the memory system.

How is memory-guided planning limited in young children? On the one hand, memory-guided planning could be limited by the extent to which long-term memories can be stored and/or retrieved. Previous work has found age-related differences during episodic memory retrieval tasks that do not require planning across the fourth year of life (Scarff, Gross, Colombo, & Hayne, 2013), a period in which memory-guided planning processes (like episodic future thinking; Suddendorf et al., 2011) are thought to emerge. However, since the retrieval of long-term memories and the application of relevant memories to achieve a goal likely engage different cognitive processes, retrieval and planning may impose different limitations. Indeed, planning processes may impose greater limits, especially in early childhood, since the executive functions that support planning are also undergoing significant development during this period (e.g., Zelazo et al., 2003).

One study found limitations on planning using a task that required retrieval of semantic memories to achieve multiple-step goals. Prabhakar and Hudson (2014) compared 3- and 4-year-olds performance on a two-step semantic memory-guided planning task in which children were presented with a model neighborhood and asked to choose which locations in the neighborhood they should visit to accomplish two nested goals. This task required both retrieval of relevant semantic knowledge and application of that knowledge in a particular order (i.e. purchase a birthday present, and then go to a birthday party). The demands of the task were manipulated by increasing the number of distractor locations. Results suggested that 4-year olds were able to successfully complete the task when presented with up to four distractor locations, but 3-year olds struggled when task demands were high. This study suggests that preschoolers can complete a semantic memory-guided planning task requiring two steps, and that planning using semantic memory may be limited by the extent to which children can inhibit distractors, suggesting a potential limiting role for the cognitive processes that support planning (i.e. executive functions).

In the present series of experiments, we investigated limits on memory-guided planning in 3- and 4-year-old children using a new goal-directed episodic memory task tapping into both memory retrieval and planning. Episodic memory is a form of long-term memory that involves storage and retrieval of detail-rich and context dependent memories (Tulving, 2002; Tulving, 1972). Our task was similar to Prabhakar and Hudson’s (2014) semantic-guided planning task in that we presented children with nested goals (i.e., goals that must be completed in correct order) to elicit planning, and we used the same spatial context for encoding and test phases. In our task, however, children encoded episodic memories (i.e. novel item-context associations), and were then asked to apply those episodes to accomplish novel, multi-step nested goals.

We chose to focus on episodic memory for several reasons. First, the acquisition of episodic memory involves memory encoding within the experimental context, which allowed us to ensure that all children had the same experience (and the same acquired knowledge) going into our planning task. Second, the role of episodic memory in future-oriented thinking has garnered significant attention over the past several decades (Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2008; Atance & O’Neill, 2001; Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007), yet less is known about limitations on using memory to support planning (either immediately or in the distant future) or how these interactions may change with development. Finally, research suggests that executive functions, including planning, are involved in successful episodic memory retrieval (Blankenship & Bell, 2015; Blankenship, O’Neill, Deater-Deckard, Diana, & Bell, 2016; Ruffman, Rustin, Garnham, & Parkin, 2001; Troyer, Graves, & Cullum, 1994), yet there have been no studies explicitly investigating how episodic memory may support or guide planning.

In our task, children were shown a box with four drawers embedded in it. During an episodic memory formation phase, they were taught that each of the drawers could be opened by taking one of four unique actions on objects on top of the box (e.g. that spinning a cylinder opened the drawer second from the right). Since each action/outcome association was learned within the experiment itself, required conscious understanding of specific action/outcome associations, elicited multiple unique memory traces (e.g., how to open baited drawers), and was specific to the experimental context, we could ensure that the encoded memories were episodic (and not semantic or procedural; Tulving, 1987) in nature. Children were then introduced to two animal characters, Monkey and Lion, and were taught that each had a favorite color, providing them with a rule to follow (i.e., Monkey = green, Lion = red). Finally, to examine memory-guided planning, we baited multiple drawers with beads in the animals’ favorite colors and asked children to retrieve beads for the animals in a specific order. Thus, to succeed at the task, children needed to 1) identify which beads needed to be retrieved and in which order, 2) retrieve the relevant episodes (which action would open the baited drawers) to acquire those beads within the novel testing context, and 3) apply these episodes to take the correct actions in the correct order.
Across two experiments, children were presented with multiple trials in which they were asked to retrieve two beads (Experiment 1) or two, three, or four beads (Experiment 2) in a given order. Thus, each test trial represented a novel memory-guided planning problem: the beads could be hidden in any of the four drawers, and which animal's bead needed to be retrieved first varied across trials. To succeed on each trial, children had to construct a new plan using episodic memories acquired during the memory-formation phase of the task.

We had three primary aims. First, we wanted to investigate whether children could perform a memory-guided planning task involving more than a single step. Previous work suggested that children of this age could perform episodic future thinking tasks involving one step (Scarfo et al., 2013; Suddendorf et al., 2011), and semantic memory-guided planning tasks involving two steps (Prabhakar & Hudson, 2014), yet it is currently unknown whether children can retrieve multiple relevant episodic memories in parallel and deploy them strategically in service of a goal. To this end, in Experiment 1, we baited two drawers and asked children to retrieve one for each animal character in a particular order (e.g. first for Lion, and then for Monkey), requiring retrieval of two relevant episodes and two-step planning. We hypothesized that both 3- and 4-year old children would be able to successfully complete goals requiring up to two actions, but that 4-year olds would be better able than 3-year olds to both retrieve the relevant episodes and execute them in the correct order, coordinating both memory retrieval and planning process (Atance & Jackson, 2009; Coughlin, Robins, & Ghetti, 2017; Prabhakar & Hudson, 2014; Scarfo et al., 2013).

Second, we aimed to investigate whether there were limitations on the number of goals children could effectively plan for and execute. In Experiment 2, we parametrically increased the number of steps required to complete the memory-guided planning task, asking children to retrieve two, three, or four beads for the animals in a particular order. We predicted that, as the number of required steps increased, children's performance would decrease. However, we did not have strong predictions about age effects between 3- and 4-year olds. We reasoned that both age groups' performance was likely to decline with increasing steps, but we did not have expectations about whether performance would decline at the same rate.

Lastly, across both experiments, we wanted to investigate potential sources of limitations on memory-guided planning. Experiment 1 required children to retrieve up to two beads and Experiment 2 required children to retrieve up to four beads. In order to successfully achieve these goals, children had to both retrieve episodic information that was presented to them within the context of the task (episodic retrieval), and use this information in service of a novel goal (planning). We hypothesized that memory retrieval and planning may impose different limitations on memory-guided planning as the complexity of the task increased. However, since planning guided by episodic memory is dependent on retrieval (Szpunar et al., 2014), teasing apart the contributions of these processes to memory-guided planning performance is somewhat difficult. To begin to investigate this, we used a method more typically used to examine limitations in serial recall working memory tasks (see, e.g., Mathy & Varré, 2013; McCormack, Brown, Vousden, & Henson, 2000) and analyzed the types of errors children made when they were unable to perform the correct actions in the correct order. Specifically, we looked for three patterns of erroneous responses that could yield insights into which processes were contributing to children’s difficulty. If children selected the correct actions but in the wrong order, this may suggest that they retrieved the relevant episodes, but were unable to effectively deploy them, potentially suggesting limitations imposed by planning, but not memory retrieval. If children selected only the first action(s) in the sequence but failed to complete the sequence or select any further actions, this may suggest that children retrieved and correctly deployed only some of the relevant episodes, potentially suggesting limitations on both memory retrieval and planning. If children engaged in other, non-systematic errors (e.g. selecting incorrect actions), this may suggest that performance breaks down considerably as task complexity increases. We also investigated whether there were developmental differences in the patterns of errors made by 3- and 4-year-olds, in order to begin to gain insights into sources of developmental change in memory-guided planning.

1. Experiment 1

1.1. Method

1.1.1. Participants

Thirty-two children (16 3-year-olds, M = 41.08, SD = 3.27, 11 girls; and 16 4-year-olds, M = 53.33, SD = 4.38, 7 girls) participated (see Supplement for additional demographic details). Sample size was determined based on similar studies with this age range (Atance & Meltzoff, 2005; Hayne & Imuta, 2011; Russell, Alexis, & Clayton, 2016; Scarfo et al., 2013). Post-hoc power analyses suggested that we had sufficient power to detect all of our effects of interest (> .80; G*Power; Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). Three additional children participated but were excluded from analyses due to experimenter error.

1.1.2. Materials

The stimuli included 1 neutral (wooden) 1 cm bead, 20 2 cm plastic beads (10 red and 10 yellow), two 16 cm stuffed animals (a monkey and a lion), two clear plastic cups, and a black foam core “magic box” (52 cm x 17.5 cm x 17.5 cm). The magic box had four 5 cm x 5 cm transparent drawers in its front and five unique “action objects” on its top, each of which could be uniquely manipulated (a small pink tube that could be lifted in and out of a larger pink tube; a yellow cylinder that could be rolled with the palm; a green accordion tube that could be bent back and forth; an orange bead that could be spun with the finger tips; and a magnetic green pompom that could be lifted and replaced; see Fig. 1).

1.1.3. Procedure

The procedure used in this study was approved by [anonymized] Institutional Review Board (IRB). Children were seated at a
small table across from the experimenter, with their caregiver seated in a chair behind them. The study session was recorded and stored for coding purposes. The task was separated into three phases: Episodic Memory Formation, Task Introduction, and Memory-Guided Planning Task.

1.1.3.1. Episodic memory formation phase. During this phase, the experimenter showed children the magic box and told them that each drawer could be opened by manipulating an action object roughly located above the drawer. To demonstrate each action-drawer pair, the experimenter placed a plain wooden bead inside one of the drawers (see Fig. 1, top panel). She then said, “See this bead in here (pointing to one of the drawers)? Watch how I get it out.” She demonstrated the relevant action (e.g. rolling the cylinder), opened the drawer, and retrieved the bead. To confirm that children had learned the action-drawer pairing, after each demonstration, the experimenter baited the same drawer with the wooden bead. She then asked children to select the action that would open the baited drawer by saying, “Look! There’s a bead in here. I want to get it out. What should I do?” Children were then given the opportunity to perform the relevant action themselves. To be counted as correct, children needed to manipulate the action object as closely as possible to the way in which the experimenter manipulated it (e.g. children had to lift and return the pink cylinder; touching it was not sufficient). If children performed the wrong action, the experimenter said “That one? That one doesn’t work. Watch this! See this bead in here…” and then repeated the demonstration.

All children were taught that four of the five action objects were each uniquely associated with opening a specific drawer, resulting in four action-drawer pairs. The experimenter demonstrated each action-drawer pair starting from one side of the box and proceeding to the other side, and starting side was counterbalanced across children. Prior to conducting the experiment, we capped the number of repeated demonstrations per action-drawer pair at four; however, no children reached this criterion. Of the 32 participants, 20 children answered correctly when prompted the first time for each of the four action-drawer pairs, nine children needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated, one child needed 2 of the 4 demonstrations repeated, one child needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated twice, and one child needed 3 of the 4 demonstrations repeated.

1.1.3.2. Pre-task phase. This phase was designed to introduce children to the goals that they would later use during the memory-guided planning task. Children were shown the two stuffed animals, Lion and Monkey. Children were then told that each animal had a favorite color (red or yellow; see Fig. 1, bottom panel). The experimenter then placed a single colored bead in one of the drawers,

---

1 The fifth action object was an irrelevant distractor object. We included this object on the apparatus in anticipation of experiment 2, in which the number of actions children were asked to take was parametrically increased, in order to make it more challenging for children to use simpler strategies such as manipulating each action object regardless of whether a given drawer was baited.
pointed to the bead, and asked children to help her get the bead for Lion or Monkey by saying, “Look there is a yellow (red) bead in here. I want to get it for Monkey (Lion) to put in her cup. Do you think you can help me? What should I do?” This phase introduced children to each animal’s favorite color and the task of retrieving colored beads for each animal.

After the bead was retrieved, the experimenter placed it in a transparent cup in front of the relevant animal. These beads remained in the cups in front of each animal during later memory-guided planning trials in order to minimize memory demands (e.g. remembering whose favorite color was whose) not directly related to the memory-guided planning task itself (see Memory-Guided Planning Task, below).

Children were asked to retrieve a total of 4 beads (2 red, 2 yellow), one at a time, two beads for each animal and one for each drawer. As in the Episodic Memory Formation phase, children were given feedback as to whether they were correct, and if incorrect, the experimenter re-demonstrated the correct action, and then re-baited the drawer and invited children to try again. Thus, Task Introduction also served to reinforce the memories gained from Episodic Memory Formation phase. As in the Episodic Memory Formation phase, the number of allowed re-demonstrations was capped at four, but no children reached that criterion. Of the 32 participants, 23 children responded correctly when prompted the first time for each of the four action-drawer pairs, eight children needed 1 of the four pairs re-demonstrated, and one child needed 2 of the four pairs re-demonstrated.

1.1.3. Memory-guided planning task. The memory-guided Planning task consisted of 8 trials. On each trial, the experimenter baited two of the drawers, one with a yellow bead and one with a red bead.

The first two trials were 1-action trials. The primary purpose of these one-step trials was to give children some experience with the memory-guided planning task instructions and demands before they encountered the critical multistep trials. After the experimenter baited the drawers, the experimenter asked children to retrieve a bead either for Monkey or for Lion by saying, “Can you get Monkey’s (Lion’s) favorite color bead?” To succeed, children needed to identify which of the two beads belonged to the requested animal, recall which action would be required to open only that drawer (requiring retrieval of relevant memories), and then select only that action to retrieve that bead (requiring planning).

The remaining six trials were the critical 2-action trials. Before beginning these trials, the experimenter told children “Now, Lion and Monkey are going to take turns!” On each of the six trials, the experimenter baited two drawers, and then asked children to retrieve the beads in a specific order by saying “This time it’s Lion’s (Monkey’s) turn to go first. Can you get a bead for Lion (Monkey) and then Monkey (Lion)?” To succeed, children had to correctly identify which drawers to open in the correct order (e.g. find the location of Monkey’s bead, then find the location of Lion’s bead), retrieve the relevant episodic memories required to open only those drawers, and then apply those episodes in the correct order, requiring strategic planning to achieve the nested two-step goal (see Fig. 1, bottom panel).

Critically, each trial presented children with a novel goal scenario that they had not previously encountered. The drawers were baited with multiple beads, and these beads could be placed in any two of the four drawers. Further, children were asked to retrieve the beads in a particular order. Together, this results in a completely novel configuration with a completely novel solution on each trial. Furthermore, the experimenter never pointed to any baited drawers or mentioned the color of the beads. Thus, success on these trials required children to develop a novel plan tailored to each trial: they had to interpret the instruction of the experimenter (i.e. Monkey first, Monkey’s color is yellow; Lion next, Lion’s color is red), identify which beads to target (i.e. yellow bead’s location; red bead’s location), retrieve the relevant memories to open the drawers to retrieve the beads (i.e. lift pink cylinder to open one drawer; spin orange bead to open other drawer), and then make a plan to deploy those episodes in the correct order (i.e. first lift pink cylinder, and then spin orange bead) and carry out those actions (see Prabhakar & Hudson, 2014, for similar logic in a semantic memory-guided planning task).

After prompting children to retrieve the beads, the experimenter kept her eyes fixed on a neutral point at the back center of the box, which allowed her to see which action(s) children selected while avoiding inadvertently influencing children’s choices with her eye gaze. If children selected the correct action(s), the experimenter opened the relevant drawer(s) and retrieved the beads. If children did not select the correct action, the experimenter did not open any drawers. After each trial, regardless of whether children selected the correct actions, the experimenter said, “Let’s try another one!” Children received no corrective feedback about whether they were correct or incorrect during Memory-Guided Planning Task trials.

1.1.4. Coding

For 1-action trials, children’s responses were coded as “Correct” if they engaged in only the requested action. We also coded the types of errors children made when they did not make a correct response, in order to gain insights into the potential strategies children used in the task. Children’s erroneous responses were coded as “Superset” responses when children selected the correct action, and then selected the other (unrequested) baited action; as “Incorrect Baited” responses when children selected the other (unrequested) baited action only; and as “Error” responses when children selected one or more incorrect and unbaited actions.

Of primary interest were the critical 2-action trials. For these trials, different patterns of responses can yield insights into children’s ability to a) retrieve the relevant episodes, and b) to deploy the information in the correct order. Children’s responses were coded as “Correct” only if they engaged in the correct actions in the correct order, reflecting both successful episodic memory retrieval and successful planning. We also coded three types of erroneous responses, each of which could potentially reflect different sources of limitation on memory-guided planning. Children’s responses were coded as “Subset” responses if they correctly selected only the first requested action and then made no other selections, suggesting they retrieved and deployed only one of the two relevant episodes in the correct order. Children’s responses were coded as “Swap” responses if they selected the correct actions but in the wrong order, suggesting they engaged in retrieval for both relevant episodes, but were unable to effectively use those episodes to plan. Finally,
children’s responses were coded as “Error” responses if they engaged in other, non-systematic errors (e.g. selecting incorrect actions)\(^2\).

A primary coder coded children’s responses, and a secondary coder also coded a random 25% of the participants (8 children). Agreement between the coders was high (\( \kappa = .90 \)).

1.2. Results

To examine whether children could effectively perform the memory-guided planning task, we first compared children's correct responses to chance for both the 1-action trials and the critical 2-action trials. For 1-action trials, chance performance was computed as the probability of selecting the correct action from among the four action-drawer pairs (1/4 = 0.25)\(^3\). For 2-action trials, the probability of selecting both actions in the correct order was computed as 0.25 \* 0.25 = 0.06\(^4\).

We computed children’s mean proportion Correct responses across 1- and 2-action trials (number Correct / total number of trials). To compare children’s mean proportion Correct responses to the relevant chance level, we used one-sample t-tests, two-tailed. To help us interpret any statistically significant results, we also used Bayes Factor analysis (Rouder, Speckman, Sun, Morey, & Iverson, 2009), which allowed us to obtain the odds in favor of the alternative hypothesis – that children’s mean proportion correct responses were different from chance – over the null hypothesis – that children’s responses were not different from chance. Specifically, because our chance levels are low, we wanted to be able to examine the strength of our evidence that children are performing at or above chance. Bayes Factors between 1 and 3 are considered “weak evidence”, between 3 and 10 are considered “moderate” evidence, between 10 and 100 are considered “strong” evidence, and greater than 100 are considered “decisive” evidence for the alternative over the null hypothesis (Jeffreys, 1961; Gallistel, 2009). These analyses were conducted using the suggested JZS prior (Rouder et al., 2009) in SPSS.

For 1-action trials, both 3- and 4-year-olds’ mean proportion Correct responses were significantly above chance (chance = 0.25; 3-year-olds: \(t_{15} = 3.31, p = .005\); 4-year-olds: \(t_{15} = 13.02, p < .001\); see Fig. 2). Bayes Factor analysis yielded “strong” (JZS BF\(_{10} = 10.12\)) and “decisive” (JZS BF\(_{10} = 7,227,999\)) evidence for the alternative hypothesis for 3- and 4-year-olds’ performance, respectively. These results suggest that children can select the relevant episodic memories and deploy them to solve a one-step memory-guided planning problem.

We then examined children’s correct responses on the critical 2-action trials. Recall that, to be coded as correct, children needed to choose the correct actions in the correct order, engaging both memory retrieval and planning. Both 3- and 4-year-olds’ correct responses were significantly above chance (chance = 0.06; 3-year-olds: \(t_{15} = 6.03, p < .001\); 4-year-olds: \(t_{15} = 13.32, p < .001\); see Fig. 3). Bayes Factor analysis yielded “decisive” evidence for the alternative hypothesis for both age groups (3-year-olds: JZS BF\(_{10} = 1041.44\); 4-year-olds: JZS BF\(_{10} = 96,969,916\)). These results suggest that both 3- and 4-year-old children are able to engage in multi-step planning that requires the retrieval of relevant memories and the deployment of these memories in a specific order.

Next, we asked whether children engaged in more correct responses than other types of responses, and whether the frequency of each response type varied as a function of age group. We computed children’s mean proportion responses for each Response Type for 1-action trials (Correct, Superset, Incorrect Baited, or Error) and 2-action trials (Correct, Subset, Swap, or Error). We then submitted these to separate 4 (Response Type) X 2 (Age Group) repeated measures ANOVAs, one for each trial type (1-action and 2-action). We followed up significant effects with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons.

For 1-action trials, we observed a main effect of Response Type (\(F(3, 28) = 45.00, p < .001; \eta^2 = .60\)): children engaged in more Correct responses than any other response type (\(ps < .001\); all JZS BF\(_{10} > 2115.00\)). There was a Response Type X Age interaction (\(F(3, 28) = 8.478, p < .001; \eta^2 = .220\)). Four-year olds engaged in more Correct responses than 3-year olds (\(p = .004\)) and 3 year olds engaged in more Incorrect Baited responses than 4-year olds (\(p = .03\)), but there were no differences in the frequency of the other Response Types between the age groups (Fig. 2).

For the critical 2-action trials, we observed a significant main effect of Response Type (\(F(3, 28) = 49.474, p < .001; \eta^2 = .623\)): children engaged in more Correct responses than any other response type (\(ps < .001\)), and in more Error than Subset (\(p < .001\)) or Swap (\(p = .010\)) responses (Fig. 3). There was a significant Response Type X Age interaction (\(F(3, 28) = 9.318, p < .001; \eta^2 = .237\)). Four-year olds engaged in significantly more correct responses than 3-year olds (\(p = .004\)), but there were no differences in the frequency of the other Response Types between the age groups (Fig. 3). These results suggest that, while 4-year-olds tended to outperform 3-year-olds, rates of erroneous responses were low overall for both age groups.

---

\(^2\) Prior to data collection, we planned to examine several different types of errors, informed by previous work on working memory for sequences (Mathy & Varre, 2013). These included substitutions (in which children selected one correct action and one incorrect action), insertions (in which children selected the correct actions and also selected additional, incorrect actions), and complete errors (in which children selected no correct actions). However, since children produced few error responses overall, we collapsed these into a single “Error” category.

\(^3\) Note that there were five potential action objects on top of the box, but only four of these were paired with drawers. Thus, while children could technically engage in five total actions, we reasoned that children would be unlikely to do so, and therefore computed chance out of 4.

\(^4\) This computation of chance allows for the possibility that children could select the same action twice in succession; that is, the probability space for selecting the second correct action is sampled with replacement. We opted for this computation of chance since there was no a priori reason to assume children would not do this, particularly as Sequence Length increased (see Experiment 2). Computing chance without replacement does not appreciably change the results in either Experiment (statistically significant results remain significant, non-significant results remain non-significant.)
In Experiment 1, we examined whether 3- and 4-year old children could complete a goal-directed, multistep memory-guided planning task. Children, regardless of age, were able to do so at levels significantly above chance, suggesting that 3- and 4-year old children are able to engage in memory-guided planning. Further, children could effectively complete a memory-guided planning task requiring at least two steps, consistent with previous work examining multistep semantic memory-guided planning in this same age group (Prabhakar & Hudson, 2014). We also found that 4-year olds performed better than 3-year olds, consistent with previous work showing development of memory retrieval and planning in general during this period (Espy, 1997; Hayne, Gross, McNamee, Fitzgibbon, & Tustin, 2011; Scarf et al., 2013).

We also examined the types of errors children made in order to gain insights into two processes required for memory-guided planning: retrieval of the relevant episodic memories, and application of those memories to achieve a goal(s). We found that, overall, 3- and 4-year olds made few errors. However, when children did make errors, they more often made non-systematic errors (e.g., engaging in incorrect actions) versus subset (engaging in only the first correct action) or swap errors (engaging in both correct actions in the wrong order). Children’s pattern of responses in Experiment 1 also suggests that children are not likely to be engaging in a simpler strategy of just selecting actions above baited drawers. If children were using this strategy, we would expect to observe Correct and Swap responses at roughly equivalent rates, since both responses involve selecting only the actions that open the baited drawers. Instead, our results suggest that, at least for our two-step memory-guided planning task, 3–4 year old children are able to successfully engage in memory-guided planning, but when they failed to do so, they displayed difficulty coordinating both retrieval and planning to achieve a nested two-step goal.

In Experiment 2, we sought to replicate the results of Experiment 1, while also parametrically manipulating the number of unique steps required to complete the memory-guided planning task. Specifically, we asked children to execute a memory-guided plan involving 2, 3, or 4 unique actions. We had two goals for Experiment 2. First, we wanted to examine whether we would observe a limit on multi-step memory-guided planning in 3-4-year-old children, similar to limits observed in other memory systems that involve active manipulation of information (e.g. working memory; for reviews see Kibbe, 2015; Cowan, 2016; Simmering & Perone, 2013). Second, we wanted to examine what strategies children use if these limits are exceeded, and see if these strategies may provide insights into developmental differences between memory retrieval and planning abilities. We again examined the types of errors children made as we increased the length of the required sequence of actions. We hypothesized that children would make more errors.
as sequence length increased, and that these errors may reflect sources of limitation on memory-guided planning, giving insights into whether these limitations were driven by retrieval processes, planning processes, both, or neither.

2. Experiment 2

2.1. Method

2.1.1. Participants

Thirty-two children (16 3-year-olds, \( M = 41.94, SD = 2.54, 6 \) girls and 16 4-year-olds, \( M = 53.34, SD = 3.37, 9 \) girls; see Supplement for additional demographic information) participated. Post hoc power analyses suggested that we had sufficient power to detect all of our effects of interest (\( > .90; G^*\text{Power}; \) Paul et al., 2007). An additional 7 children participated but were excluded from analyses because of experimenter error (3), task interruption (1), parental interference (1), equipment malfunction (1), or refusal to participate (1).

2.1.2. Materials

The materials were the same as in Experiment 1, except 38 2 cm plastic beads (19 red and 19 green) were used.

2.1.3. Procedure

The IRB protocol was identical to Experiment 1.

2.1.3.1. Episodic memory formation. The procedure for Episodic Memory Formation phase was the same as in Experiment 1. As in Experiment 1, the number of demonstrations per action-drawer pair was capped at 4, but no child reached that criterion. Of the 32 participants, 17 children answered correctly when prompted the first time for each of the four action-drawer pairs, 11 children needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated, 1 child needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated twice, 1 child needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated three times, 1 child needed 3 of the 4 demonstrations repeated, and one child needed 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated three times and 1 of the 4 demonstrations repeated once.

2.1.3.2. Pre-task phase. The procedure for the Pre-task phase was the same as in Experiment 1. Also as in Experiment 1, the number of re-demonstrations per action-drawer pair was capped at 4, but no child reached that criterion. Of the 32 participants, 16 children answered correctly when prompted the first time for each of the four action-drawer pairs, 10 children needed 1 of the 4 action-drawer pairs re-demonstrated, 4 children needed 2 of the 4 pairs re-demonstrated, 1 child needed 1 of the 4 pairs re-demonstrated and 1 of the 4 pairs re-demonstrated twice, 1 child needed 1 of the 4 pairs re-demonstrated three times, and 1 child needed 3 of the 4 pairs re-demonstrated.

2.1.3.3. Memory-guided planning task. The Memory-Guided Planning Task phase was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the number of actions required to accomplish the goal was parametrically manipulated. Children completed a total of 14 trials. As in Experiment 1, the first 2 trials were 1-action trials. Next, children completed 12 trials in which they were asked to take 2, 3, or 4 actions (4 trials per number of actions). 2-action trials proceeded as in Experiment 1. For 3-action trials, the experimenter baited two drawers with one color bead and one with the other color bead. The experimenter then said, “This time it’s Monkey’s (Lion’s) turn to go first and then Lion (Monkey) and then Monkey (Lion) again. Can you get a bead for Monkey (Lion) and then Lion (Monkey) and then Monkey (Lion) again?” For 4-action trials, the experimenter baited four drawers; two with one color bead and two with the other color, and gave a similar instruction, this time with four steps (Fig. 4). The locations of the beads were varied across trials, resulting in a completely novel goal scenario on each trial.

Trials were blocked and presented in a fixed order: 4 2-action trials, 4 3-action trials, and 4 4-action trials. We used a block design to reduce the cognitive demands of the task by reducing potential confusion about the number of actions required due to interference between trials. We chose a fixed order (easier to harder) to help children engage with the task and to avoid children “giving up” due to task difficulty.

2.1.4. Coding

The coding procedure for Experiment 2 was the same as in Experiment 1 for 1- and 2-action trials. The only difference was the addition of 3- and 4-action trials, which were coded the same as the 2-action trials (i.e., Correct, Subset, Swap, and Errors). Again, data were coded by a primary coder, and a random subset (25%; 8 participants) of the data was coded by a secondary coder. Agreement between the coders was high (\( \kappa = .93 \)).

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Comparing children’s performance to chance

For 1-action and 2-action trials, chance performance was computed as in Experiment 1. To compute chance for 3- and 4-action trials, we took into account that these trials included multiple drawers baited with the same color bead. For 3-action trials, two drawers were baited with one color bead, and one drawer was baited with another color, and children were asked to retrieve a bead for one animal, then the other, then the first animal again. Thus, for the first of the three actions in the requested series, children
could select one of two action-drawer pairs. We therefore computed the probability of choosing the correct first action as \(2/4 = 0.5\), the probability of choosing the second correct action as \(1/4 = 0.25\), and the probability of choosing the third correct action as \(1/4 = 0.25\). The probability of engaging in this series of actions in the correct order is given by \(0.5 \times 0.25 \times 0.25 = 0.03\). For 4-action trials, in which the drawers were baited with two beads of each color, the probability of choosing the correct actions in the correct order is given by \(0.5 \times 0.5 \times 0.25 \times 0.25 = 0.02\).

For each trial type (1-action, 2-action, 3-action, and 4-action), we compared 3- and 4-year-old children’s mean proportion correct responses (number of correct responses/total number of trials, averaged across participants) to the relevant chance level using two-tailed one-sample t-tests and Bayes Factor analysis. To correct for multiple tests, we set our alpha criterion for significance at .01 for the t-tests. The results of these comparisons are presented in Table 1. Both age groups’ Correct responses were significantly above chance for 1- and 2-action trials, with Bayes factor analysis yielding decisive support for the alternative hypothesis in both age groups, consistent with the results of Experiment 1. For 3-action and 4-action trials, only 4-year-olds were above chance. For 4-year-olds, Bayes factor analysis yielded strong support for the alternative hypothesis for 3-action trials, and moderate support for the alternative hypothesis for 4-action trials. For 3-year-olds, Bayes factor suggested weaker support for the alternative for 3- and 4-action trials.

### 2.2.2. Response type comparisons

Next, as in Experiment 1, we asked whether children engaged in more Correct responses than other types of responses, and whether the frequency of each response type varied as a function of age group. We conducted separate repeated-measures ANOVAs for each Sequence Length, with Response Type as a within subjects factor and Age Group as a between subjects factor. Main effects were followed up with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence Length</th>
<th>Chance</th>
<th>3-year-olds</th>
<th>4-year-olds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-action</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>&lt; .001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-action</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>&lt; .001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-action</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-action</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Fig. 4. Example 3-action (top panel) and 4-action (bottom panel) memory-guided planning task trials from Experiment 2. In both of these example trials, children were told that it was Lion’s turn to go first. The arrows and numbers each represent one potential series of correct actions.*
For 1-action trials, we observed a main effect of Response Type ($F(3, 28) = 25.033, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .455$): children engaged in more Correct responses than any other response type (ps < .001; all JZS BF10 > 1250.00; see Fig. 5), consistent with Experiment 1. There was no Response Type X Age interaction ($F(3, 28) = 1.154, p = .326; \eta_p^2 = .037$), suggesting that children’s pattern of responses were similar across both age groups.

Next we analyzed the critical 2-, 3, and 4-action trials. For 2-action trials, we observed a significant main effect of Response Type ($F(3, 28) = 25.240, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .457$): children engaged in more correct responses than subset ($p < .001$), swap ($p < .001$) or error responses ($p = .009$), and in slightly more errors than subset responses ($p = .024$; see Fig. 6). There was no Response Type X Age interaction ($F(3, 28) = .966, p = .375; \eta_p^2 = .031$); this pattern held for both age groups.

For 3-action trials, we also observed a significant main effect of Response Type ($F(3, 28) = 6.924, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .188$), with children engaging in more correct than subset responses ($p < .001$), in more swaps than subset responses ($p < .001$), and in more error than subset responses ($p < .001$; see Fig. 6). The frequencies of Correct and Swap responses were not significantly different, suggesting that, for 3-action trials, children engaged in the correct actions in the correct order and engaged in the correct actions but
not in the correct order at roughly equivalent rates. The Response Type X Age interaction was not significant \( (F(3, 28) = 2.564, p = .08; \eta^2_p = .079) \); although 3-year-olds’ proportion correct responses were not different from chance while 4-year-olds’ proportion correct responses were significantly above chance (Table 1), there was no significant difference in Correct responses between the age groups \( (p = .10) \), suggesting 4-year-olds’ above-chance performance for a three-step memory-guided planning task may reflect an ability that is still emerging.

For 4-action trials, there was also a significant main effect of Response Type \( (F(3, 28) = 16.748, p < .001; \eta^2_p = .358) \) driven primarily by children engaging in more Swap than Correct \( (p = .004) \), Subset \( (p < .001) \), or Error responses \( (p = .016) \). Children also engaged in more Correct than Subset responses \( (p = .013) \); See Fig. 6). Again, there was no Response Type X Age interaction \( (F(3, 28) = .890, p = .417; \eta^2_p = .029) \), suggesting that the frequency of response types was similar across 3- and 4-year-olds.

2.2.3. Comparison of children’s responses as a function of sequence length

In the next series of analyses, we examined the impact of Sequence Length on children’s responses in the memory-guided planning task, and whether 3- and 4-year-olds children’s patterns of responses differed as Sequence Length increased. For these analyses, we were interested only in the critical 2-, 3-, and 4-action trials, in which sequence length was parametrically manipulated and children had the potential to engage in four types of responses: Correct, Subset, Swap, and other Error.

We predicted that, as Sequence Length increased, Correct responses would decrease, and that this would be true for both 3- and 4-year-olds. However, we did not have strong predictions about how Sequence Length would impact the other Response Types. If children are able to successfully engage in retrieval of the relevant episodes, but have difficulty planning, or executing them in the correct order, as Sequence Length increases, we may observe Swap responses increasing as Sequence Length Increases. Alternatively, as Sequence Length increases, children may use a strategy of executing only a subset of the correct actions in the correct order, akin to recalling only some of the items on a to-be-remembered list. If this is the case, we may observe Subset responses increase as Sequence Length increases. It is also possible that, as Sequence Length increases, children may make more non-systematic Errors; that is, if their capacity for memory-guided planning is exceeded, they may respond randomly, in which case Error responses would increase with Sequence Length. Finally, we also may observe age differences in these potential patterns, which would suggest that children’s strategies as the memory-guided planning task becomes more challenging might undergo developmental change between 3 and 4 years of age.

To examine these possibilities, we analyzed the proportion of children’s responses coded as each Response Type using four 3 (Sequence Length: 2-action, 3-action, or 4-action) X 2 (Age Group: 3-year-olds or 4-year-olds) repeated measures ANOVAs. Where relevant, significant effects were followed up with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons.

2.2.4. Correct responses

We observed a significant main effect of Sequence Length \( (F(2, 29) = 24.489, p < .001; \eta^2_p = .449) \); children engaged in more Correct responses on 2-action trials versus both 3- and 4-action trials \( (ps < .001) \), with no significant difference between 3- and 4-action trials \( (p = .232) \). There was no main effect of Age \( (F(1, 30) = 2.876, p = .10; \eta^2_p = .087) \), and no Sequence Length X Age interaction \( (F(2, 29) = .335, p = .716; \eta^2_p = .011) \), suggesting that this pattern held for both age groups. While 4-year-olds’ Correct responses were above chance across Sequence Length, the frequency of their Correct responses decreased significantly as the planning task became more challenging.

2.2.5. Swap responses

We observed a significant main effect of Sequence Length \( (F(2, 29) = 23.160, p < .001; \eta^2_p = .436) \); children engaged in fewer Swap responses on 2-action trials than on both 3- and 4-action trials \( (ps < .001) \), the inverse of the pattern observed for Correct Responses. There was no main effect of Age \( (F(1, 30) = .391, p = .54; \eta^2_p = .013) \), and no Sequence Length X Age interaction \( (F(2, 29) = .675, p = .50; \eta^2_p = .022) \), suggesting that children’s frequency of engaging in Swap responses as Sequence Length increased did not vary as a function of Age.

2.2.6. Subset responses

We observed no main effect of Sequence Length \( (F(2, 29) = .888, p = .385; \eta^2 = .029) \), children’s frequency of engaging in Subset responses did not vary as a function of Sequence Length. We did observe a small main effect of Age \( (F(1, 30) = 4.401, p = .04; \eta^2_p = .128) \), but no Sequence Length X Age interaction \( (F(2, 29) = .691, p = .458; \eta^2_p = .023) \). Overall, 3-year-olds engaged in more subset responses than 4-year-olds.

2.2.7. Error responses

We observed no main effects of Sequence Length \( (F(2, 29) = 1.04, p = .36; \eta^2_p = .033) \) or Age \( (F(1, 30) = 1.83, p = .19; \eta^2_p = .057) \), and no Sequence Length X Age interaction \( (F(2, 29) = 1.83, p = .17; \eta^2_p = .058) \), suggesting children’s non-systematic error responses were similar regardless of sequence length or age of participant.

2.2.8. Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2

The procedures of Experiments 1 and 2 were identical up to the 6th memory-guided planning task trial, allowing the 1- and 2-action memory-guided planning task trials of Experiment 2 to serve as a replication of Experiment 1. We therefore asked whether children’s performance on Experiment 1 was replicated in Experiment 2. To do so, we conducted two repeated-measures 4 (Response Type) X 2 (Age Group) X 2 (Experiment) repeated measures ANOVAs, one for 1-action trials and one for 2-action trials. Since
Experiment 1 included six 2-action trials while Experiment 2 included only four of these trials, we analyzed only the first four 2-action trials from Experiment 1. These were followed up, where relevant, with Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons.

For 1-action trials, we observed a main effect of Response Type ($F(3, 58) = 65.662, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .523$): children engaged in more Correct responses than any other response type ($ps < .001$), consistent with the individual results of Experiments 1 and 2. There was no Response Type X Age interaction ($F(3, 58) = 1.393, p = .251; \eta_p^2 = .023$) nor Response Type X Experiment interaction ($F(3, 58) = 0.741, p = .501; \eta_p^2 = .012$). There was a Response Type X Age X Experiment interaction ($F(3, 58) = 6.907, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .103$): 4-year olds engaged in more Correct responses in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2 ($p = .028$).

For the critical 2-action trials, we observed a significant main effect of Response Type ($F(3, 58) = 58.155, p < .001; \eta_p^2 = .492$), children engaged in more Correct responses than any other response type ($ps < .001$), consistent with the individual results of Experiments 1 and 2. Children also engaged in more Error than Subset or Swap responses ($ps < .001$) on these trials. We also observed a significant Response Type X Age interaction ($F(3, 58) = 7.079, p = .002; \eta_p^2 = .186$); 4-year olds engaged in significantly more Correct responses than 3-year olds ($p = .004$). Critically, there was no Experiment X Response Type interaction ($F(3, 58) = .052, p = .941; \eta_p^2 = .001$) and there was no Response Type X Age X Experiment interaction ($F(3, 58) = 2.949, p = .06; \eta_p^2 = .047$): suggesting that children’s pattern of responses did not differ across Experiments.

### 3. Discussion

In Experiment 2, we examined whether 3- and 4-year old children would be able to complete our memory-guided planning task when the task required children to plan and execute two or more steps. Our results replicated and extended our findings from Experiment 1. We found that children, regardless of age, were able to complete a two-step memory-guided planning task at above-chance levels, while performance declined as the number of required steps exceeded two. As sequence length increased, 4-year-olds were significantly above chance for sequences requiring up to four unique actions, while 3-year-olds were closer to chance levels. However, 3- and 4-year-olds’ performance did not differ significantly, and all children made more errors as sequence length increased, suggesting that effectively executing multi-step memory-guided planning may be an emerging skill.

The types of errors children made yielded some insights into potential sources of limitations on memory-guided planning. As sequence length increased, rates of non-systematic errors remained consistent, potentially reflecting a breakdown of engagement in the task that is not dependent on task difficulty (for example, if children failed to attend to all or part of the experimenter’s instruction on that trial, or failed to engage with the task on that trial). Three-year-olds made significantly more Subset errors than 4-year-olds, suggesting that 3-year-olds may be more limited in their ability to execute all the steps of a nested multi-step goal. Finally, both age groups made more Swap errors as Sequence Length increased, potentially reflecting limitations on planning; even when children are able to retrieve the relevant memories required to complete the goal, they may not be able to deploy them in the correct order when the number of nested steps is high.

However, it is important to consider whether the increase in Swap errors as the number of required steps increased might reflect non-memory-guided strategies. Because there was a finite number of potential actions that children could take, as the length of the sequence increased, the potential for random errors also decreased. Specifically, on 4-action trials, when faced with a memory-guided planning problem that was too challenging, children may have resorted to a simpler strategy of selecting all four of the potential actions (for example, engaging in the actions sequentially from right to left). This pattern of performance would be coded as “Swap” under our coding scheme, since children engaged in the correct actions but in the wrong order. However, while this strategy would require children to remember how to engage in each action, and to engage in only the correct number of actions (and not, e.g., 3 or 5), it would not necessarily entail that children were retrieving the information that was relevant for that particular trial. This is not a concern for the 3-action trials coded as Swap errors, since using this “select all” strategy during 3-action trials would be coded as an Error under our coding scheme. Thus, it is possible that Swap behaviors during 4-action trials may reflect different underlying strategies than Swap behaviors during 2- and 3-action trials.

To explore this possibility, we further examined children’s Swap responses during 4-action trials. We asked what proportion of Swap responses appeared to reflect the “select all” strategy by dividing Swap responses into three categories: Select-all, in which children selected all four actions systematically from right to left or from left to right; Subset + Error, in which children engaged in the first one or two actions correctly, and then responded erroneously; and Random, in which children selected four objects in a non-systematic order. Note that we opted to code Random responses as different from Select-all responses, because it was difficult to determine children’s strategies on these trials. For example, children may have been using the “select all” strategy, or they may have made a planning-based error (e.g. selecting the incorrect animal’s bead first). We then compared the frequency of these response types across our two age groups (see Supplement for analysis details). We found that children engaged in select all strategies on roughly half of the trials coded as Swap errors, but they did not do so more frequently than the other strategies. This result, combined with our error analyses above, suggests that children may be engaging in a variety of strategies as the task becomes more challenging. Implications for our understanding of limitations on memory-guided planning are discussed in the General Discussion.

### 4. General discussion

In two experiments, we examined 3- and 4-year-olds’ children’s ability to complete a novel task in which children were asked to engage in memory-guided planning in order to accomplish goals with multiple steps. Our task required children to encode episodic memories over the course of a brief experiment and then retrieve those memories in order to accomplish a novel goal requiring two or more steps.
We had three aims. Our first aim was to investigate whether children could perform a memory-guided planning task involving more than a single step. In Experiment 1, we found that 3- and 4-year-olds both could reliably engage in memory-guided planning requiring two steps, which was replicated in children’s performance on 2-action trials in Experiment 2. Overall, 4-year-olds performed better than 3-year-olds, although this difference in performance was not robust across Experiments 1 and 2, suggesting variability in memory and planning skills across early childhood. These results are the first, to our knowledge, to examine young children’s performance on a multiple-step memory-guided planning task.

Our second aim was to examine whether there were limitations on the number of steps children could effectively plan and execute in a memory-dependent planning task, and to investigate how these limitations may vary as a function of children’s age. In Experiment 2, we found that 3- and 4-year-old children could reliably execute plans involving two steps, but performance declined as the number of required steps increased. When the task required three or four steps, 4-year-olds were significantly above chance, while 3-year-olds’ performance fell just short of our strict cut-off for statistical significance, yet we found no differences in performance between 3- and 4-year-olds. Indeed, while 4-year-olds were above chance levels, they were still engaging in far fewer correct responses as the number of steps increased.

Our third aim was to investigate sources of limitations on memory-guided planning by attempting to tease apart limitations on memory retrieval and planning abilities. We did so by analyzing the kinds of errors children made to gain insights into the kinds of strategies they used as the memory-guided planning task became more challenging. These analyses yielded somewhat equivocal results. We found that children were more likely to engage in “swap” responses – taking the correct actions in the wrong order - as the number of required steps increased, but rates of subset responses and random errors remained relatively constant across sequence length. These results suggest that children may be able to retrieve the relevant memories, but may struggle to execute a plan using that information. However, further analysis of swap responses painted a more nuanced picture of children’s performance. Children sometimes selected the correct actions in random order, sometimes resorted to a “select-all” strategy of choosing the actions in a fixed order (e.g. from left to right), and sometimes engaged in the first one or two actions in the correct order, while randomly selecting the remaining actions. This suggests that, as the task became more complex, children used a variety of strategies in their responses, potentially suggesting that there are individual differences that dictate how children respond when their limits are exceeded (Stegler, 2005).

An additional age effect was found for error types, with 3-year-olds engaging in more subset responses than 4-year-olds. This result may suggest that 3-year-olds are more limited in their ability to retrieve episodic memories (O’Neill & Gopnik, 1991; Scarf et al., 2013). Perhaps, requesting four episodes simultaneously overwhelms their developing episodic memory systems. Another explanation is that 3-year-olds have a harder time maintaining in working memory the required memories, requested goals, or both. For example, if 3-year-olds struggle to remember four requests (e.g., “Can you get a bead for Monkey and then Lion and then Monkey and then Lion again?”) they may only retrieve a bead for Monkey and then Lion. This difference in performance may reflect differences in working memory span across this age range (e.g. Simmering, 2012), again suggesting an important limiting role for executive functions during memory-based planning. However, these interpretations should be considered with some caution, as this effect was only present when examining subset responses alone.

Overall, our results suggest that limitations on memory-guided planning may be explained by limitations on planning processes more so than limitations on retrieval of relevant memories. This does not necessarily mean that limitations on retrieval do not contribute to memory-guided planning performance, but that executive functions may contribute more to variation in performance (Blankenship & Bell, 2015; Blankenship et al., 2018; Mahy & Moses, 2011). These results are in agreement with Prabhakar and Hudson (2014), who found that increasing the number of distractors impacted multi-step semantic memory-guided planning, suggesting that executive functioning processes were a limiting factor.

Our results have implications for our understanding of the development of future-oriented thinking in young children. Previous work has suggested that engaging in successful planning through use of episodic or semantic memory requires self-projection into the future (Atance & O’Neill, 2001; Feeney & Roberts, 2012). While our task did not directly measure children’s ability to simulate or project into the future, our results suggest an important divergence between retrieval of memories and application of those memories to achieve a future goal which can inform theories of how future-oriented thinking develops across early childhood.

4.1. Task-dependent limitations on memory-guided planning

We observed limitations in children’s ability to perform a memory-guided planning task: in our task, that limit appears to reliably be two sequential goals, with some easing of these limits between 3 and 4 years of age. However, it is an open question about whether the limits on memory-guided planning can be quantified, as limits on working memory often are (see, e.g., Cowan, 2016; Miller, 1956).

There are several factors of our task that likely influenced the observed memory-guided planning limits. For example, in our task, the number of actions children needed to take was apparent from the number of visible beads. This was by design, in order to reduce moment-to-moment working memory demands, but it could facilitate children using a strategy of selecting the action above the relevant bead (although they still had to remember how to execute the action). Our blocked design also meant that children did not have to switch between numbers of goals across each trial, further reducing the working memory demands of the task (although this meant children may have been more fatigued at higher sequence lengths). Finally, children could learn the simple relationship between animals and colored beads, and use that knowledge to guide planning. However, in real world settings, children are unlikely to receive this kind of scaffolding, and memory-guided planning may be even more limited when working memory demands of the task are increased. Children’s patterns of errors could likewise be impacted by the working memory demands of the task. For
example, without visual feedback about the number of steps required for the task, children may make more subset errors. Future work would attempt to examine more closely the role of working memory load and other sources of task demands in limiting episodic memory and memory-guided planning across development. Indeed, existing literature suggests that working memory and episodic memory are related in children (Blankenship & Bell, 2015; Blankenship, O’Neill, Ross, & Bell, 2015). However, it is important to note that working memory cannot be the only factor driving success or failure in our memory-guided planning task, since children had to engage and coordinate strategic memory retrieval and planning processes in addition to holding information online during the task.

Our task was designed to examine how episodic memories may be used to support planning. However, long-term memories, it can be argued, exist on a continuum (Szpunar et al., 2014), and complex memories can incorporate semantic, episodic, and/or procedural knowledge. The nature of the long-term memories could potentially impact the limitations imposed on memory-guided planning across development. Semantic information, for example, is not context-bound and is easier to maintain in working memory from very early in development (i.e. Dempster, 1981; Kibbe & Leslie, 2019). Prabhakar and Hudson (2014) examined semantic memory-guided planning and also found limitations on this ability, imposed by the need to suppress distractors in their task. It is possible that the retrieval and application of multiple semantic memories may impose different limitations than the retrieval and application of episodic memories. Procedural memories, that require little conscious cognitive effort, could also impose fewer limitations on planning. Indeed, it is possible that our task may have engaged more than episodic memory. For example, it is possible that experience retrieving the relevant memories during learning resulted in some engagement of procedural memory for the relevant actions. Future work would investigate how the format of long-term memories impacts memory-guided planning, perhaps by manipulating the amount of experience children receive with the relevant actions before the critical planning trials.

It is also important to note that the episodic memories that children acquired in our task were rather arbitrary; there is no clear meaningful relationship between rolling a cylinder and opening a drawer. Again, this was by design, to ensure that the task was tapping episodic rather than semantic memory and that the information was completely novel to children. However, meaningfulness eases demands on episodic memory (e.g. Konkle, Brady, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2010) and working memory (e.g. Kibbe & Feigenson, 2014, 2016; Miller, 1956; Chase & Simon, 1973; Mathy & Feldman, 2012), and meaningfulness could therefore potentially ease observed limits on memory-guided planning. Our lab is currently investigating this possibility.

Given the variety of cognitive processes involved in memory-guided planning, quantifying a capacity of this system is not likely. Rather, our results highlight the importance of systematically examining potential sources of limitation on memory-guided planning. We investigated one such source: the number of steps required to achieve a novel goal. Future work would further examine other sources of limitations across development.

4.2. Summary

In summary, we developed a novel task that required children to engage two processes necessary for memory-guided planning: retrieval of relevant episodic memories and application of those episodes to accomplish a novel goal. We found that both 3- and 4-year-olds could effectively engage in memory-guided planning for goals requiring two steps, but performance declined as the number of steps required for the task increased. 4-year-olds tended to outperform 3-year-olds, suggesting development of this ability in early childhood. Analysis of children’s patterns of errors suggested that limitations on multi-step memory-guided planning task may be driven by the cognitive processes that support planning more than memory retrieval.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cogdev.2019.100820.
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